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The Question: Can Pension Savings Affect Divorce Rates?
I

Pension Savings ↑ ⇒ Divorce ↑

1. Pensions - my own savings under my name → economic
independence
I

better outside options, greater bargaining power

2. Pensions - safety net → less need for marriage as risk sharing
device
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1. Pensions - my own savings under my name → economic
independence
I

better outside options, greater bargaining power

2. Pensions - safety net → less need for marriage as risk sharing
device
I

Pension Savings ↑ ⇒ Divorce ↓

1. Pensions - increase in lifetime income → may stabilize marriage
2. Pensions - economic benefit → greater economic status within
household
I

For males, greater economic status can stabilize a marriage Bertrand et al. 2015
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How do Economic Policies Affect Divorce/Marriage?
I

Divorce/Marriage timing as a strategy to gain income/benefits
I

I

Economic environment and divorce
I

I

Survivor payments to spouses (Persson 2017; Dillender 2016);
Medical coverage (Slusky & Ginther WP 2017); Taxes
(Dickert-Conlin 1999)
Income shocks/Business cycles/Housing prices - Hankins &
Hoekstra 2011; Schaller 2013; Farnham et al. 2011

Policies/environments affecting intrahouseholds bargaining and
dynamics
I

I

Divorce liabilities (property division, alimony) (Voena 2015;
Schaubert 2018); Asset accumulation (Lafortune & Low 2017)
Unilateral divorce (Friedberg 1998; Wolfers 2006, Stevenson &
Wolfers 2006)
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Economic Policies and Divorce/Marriage - Our Paper

I

How does an economic policy affect divorce due to changes in
the bargaining position of each spouse?
I

Welfare reforms - Bitler et al. 2004; Low et al. 2018

I

Our paper: greater independence for women, as opposed to
decreases in independence

I

Our paper: not just focusing on changes in economic benefits
for women but also for men and able to differentiate the two
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Israel’s Mandatory Pension Reform
I

Went into effect Jan. 1, 2008
I

Officially drafted in Nov. 2007; Feb. 2007 - still not clear
whether and when will take effect

I

Applies to all non-independent workers with more than 6
months tenure at their workplace

I

Gradual implementation in terms of worker/employer
contributions
I
I
I

I

Jan. 2008 - Employer 1.66%, Employee 0.83% (2.5% in total)
Jan. 2014 - Employer 12%, Employee 5.5% (17.5% in total)
savings are tax exempt

2007 - 60% of the workforce set aside pension savings (from
salary)
I

2008 - 50% of the workforce without pensions in 2007 began
saving, in comparison to 17% in 2007 (Brender 2011)
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Preview of Results

I

DID Analysis: We find evidence that increased pension savings
changes the probability of divorce but this varies differnetially
based on the gender of who receives the pension and depends
on household income levels
I

I

I

Women receive pension → probability of divorce increases
among higher-income households
Men receive pension → probability of divorce decreases

Identification threat - composition of those not receiving
pensions changes substantially over the years
I

Attempt to overcome: matching
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Data
I
I

Restricted data from the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics
Take Jewish population age 35-55 in either 2001 or 2007 from
Israel’s 1995 full census (20% of population)
I

I
I

I

Final dataset: 227,000 couples with a base year of either 2001
or 2007, indicator for whether they divorced and indicators for
whether the male/female had pension savings prior to reform
I

I

Match to population registries from 2001, 2007 and 2014 individuals, their marital status, and their current spouses
Track whether couples in 2001/2007 divorced by 2007/2014
Match each individual in the couple to tax data that tells us
whether individual had pension savings in 2006 or 2007
(pension status data only begins in 2006)

We limit to couples with females having 8 or less children wish to exclude the ultra-orthodox population

Analysis focuses on couples that both participate in the labor
force and at least one of them has pension savings during base
year - 56% of couples in dataset
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Couple Categorization

I

Couples categorized based on pension receipt status during
base year

1. Control couples - both had pension savings during base year
2. Treated couples type I - wife does not have pension savings
during base year
3. Treated couples type II - husband does not have pension
savings during base year
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Summary Statistics
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Divorce Hazard & Years Married
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Empirical Strategy - DID Framework
Pre-Treatment: Couples from base year of 2001 - divorce
outcomes as of 2007
I Post-Treatment: Couples from base year of 2007 - divorce
outcomes as of 2014
I Treated Couples: one of them changes pension savings status
following reform
Difference-in-Differences
I

Divorceiy

= α0 + α1 Treated ∗ PostReformiy + α2 BaseYeary
+α3 Treatediy + α4 Xiy + εiys

Couple i in base year y
Xiy - age of female’s youngest/oldest children, number of children
(female), age difference, years married (quadratic), male/female
income (2001 NIS), cohort fixed effects (by gender)
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= α0 + α1 Treated ∗ PostReformiy + α2 BaseYeary
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Couple i in base year y
Xiy - age of female’s youngest/oldest children, number of children
(female), age difference, years married (quadratic), male/female
income (2001 NIS), cohort fixed effects (by gender)
α1 - Intent-To-Treat (ITT) Estimate - average change for the
overall population of couples of certain type following pension
reform
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DID Results
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Identification Threat: Composition of Pension Receivers
Changes Over Time
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Identification Threat: Composition of Pension Receivers
Changes Over Time
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Propensity Score Matching
I

Nearest neighbor matching (4) followed by subtracting
estimates from each other for a DID estimate
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Matching - between couples from different base years

Alleviates to some extent compositional changes in pension savings
status over the years
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Concluding Remarks

I

Greater pension savings for women → likelihood of divorce ↑ for high-income couples

I

Greater pension savings for men → likelihood of divorce ↓ more among low-income couples

I

Importance of economic idependence for women and economic
status within hh for men
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